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End of the line for conveyor belt
The fire risk around the Hazelwood Mine’s M170 conveyor belt reel yard will be significantly
reduced, following the removal of used steel cord conveyor belting as part of Mine
decommissioning.
Hazelwood Power Station and Mine has amassed a significant quantity of used steel cord
conveyor belting over the years, which has been stored at the belt reel yard. Post closure
rehabilitation activities have added to the quantity of belt stored within this area which is
currently 37 kilometres in total.
Mine Decommissioning Manager with the Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project, Dave Baxter,
said the removal project started last week and would be completed by the end of April.
“Once the entire belt removal is complete, fire risk in the area will be significantly reduced
and the amount of waste required to be processed as part of demolition considerably
lessened,” Dave said.
Contractor Belle Banne Conveyor Services is undertaking the salvage of redundant conveyor
belt by decanting it from existing reels and onto trucks.
Following completion, all the used scrap conveyor belt on belt reels and rolls will be removed
from the storage area with only the inventory stock remaining.
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ENGIE is committed to take on the major challenges of the energy revolution, towards a world more decarbonised,
decentralised and digitised. The Group aims at becoming the leader of this new energy world by focusing on three key
activities for the future: low carbon generation, in particular from natural gas and renewable energies, energy infrastructures
and efficient solutions adapted to all its clients’ needs (individuals, businesses, territories, etc.). The customers’ satisfaction,
innovation and digital are at the heart of ENGIE’s development. In Australia, the company operates about 1,000 MW (gross)
of renewable (wind turbine) and gas-fired generating plants in South Australia and Western Australia. Our retail business,
Simply Energy, has more than 660,000 customer accounts in Victoria, South Australia, New South Wales, the Australian
Capital Territory and Queensland. ENGIE Services employs more than 1,200 staff and offers innovative multi-technical
design, installation and maintenance solutions for businesses and precincts across Australia and New Zealand.
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